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Abstract:_Arnongst the nearly 1.2 tons of diverse grave goods from the Middle 
Sican Huaca Loro shaft tomb, excavated by the Sican Archeological Project 
in 1991-1992, was a singular representation of a bat head in gold with amber 
and turquoise eyes. A close examination reveals unique construction involving 
chasing; along with very experimental but successful clipping, tucking, 
stitching and gathering. The size and sculptural qualiry will show this 
piece is one of the most extraordinary finds in the long history of North 
Coast Peruvian archaeology. 

Resumen: Entre las 1.2 toneladas de diversos bienes excavados por el Proyecto 
Arqueológico Sicán durante 1991 - 1992 en la tumba Huaca Loro, se encontró 
una singular representación en oro de una cabeza de murciélago con ojos de 
ámbar y turquesa. La observación detallada del método de manulactura, muy 
experimental pero exitoso, permitió saber que éste incluyó: cincelado, 
repujado, recorte, ensamblaje con dobleces, hilos y pestañas. Así, lograron 
un tan1año y calidad escultural en la pieza, que la convierten en uno de los 
hallazgos más extraordinarios en la larga historia de la arqueo logia del Norte 
de la Costa Peruana. 

T he scientific excavation of a 40 to 50 year old maJe member of the 
Sican elite, between October 1991 and March 1992 by the Sican 
Archeological Project at Huaca Loro, located in the Poma Reserve, 

yielded an astonishing 1.2 tons of grave goods. Nearly three-fourths of this 
total were metal objects and scrap. 

In addition toa 16" x 19" ceremonial mask found on the skull of the principal 
burial figure, along with three pair of ear ornaments; there was an interest
ing arra y of personal objects surrounding the body of the man. 



THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SJCAN COLD ORNAME.N'r. A SCULPTURAL BAT HfAD 

One of the most intriguing pieces was the sculptural representation of an 
animal, originally thought to be a peccary based on a cursory look at the 
nose on the piece, but, la ter study identilied itas a bat head. The head was 
mounted on a rectangular plate whose surface was covered with circular 
bossed dangles with pierced round centers. The size was 17" (40.17 cm) 
wide X 6" (15.25 cm.) tall X 3-3/4" (9.55 cm.) deep. The thickness of the 
sheetgo1d in the piecewas a very a consisten! 0.13 mm. Neutron Activation 
Analysis by Dr. Adon Gordus, fixed the alloy at 53.3% Au. , 35.1% Ag., 11.8% 
Cu. (This is roughly the equivalent of a modem 14 kt. yellow gold alloy). 

lt is the sculptural representation of the bat's face that commands one's 
attention. Even the dirt encrusted condition in which it was found (photo
graph 1) in the burial could not hide the singular and experimental artistry 
lavished on this piece. 

When found on the floor of the burial chamber (photograph 1) the amber 
and turquoise eyeballs were still in place on the piece although they were 
skewed; this fact will be seen to be important as we analyze the probable 
manufacturing technique used for production of the entire object. The tongue 

Photograph 1 
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Photograph 2 

was found adjacent to the piece and io severa] fragments. The half circle top 
knot was also separated from the top of the piece. Al! of these carefully 
plotted discoveries duriog the excavation of the tomb will ultimately allow 
the careful reassembly of the whole and also aid us as we delve into the 
manufacture of the piece. The en tire head was slightly deformed and leaning 
to tl1e proper right (photograph 2) . No doubt the deformation occurred from 
the enormous weight of soil above it in the burial. We can see the results of 
the rise and fall levels of the water table that affected the tomb over the 
centuries. These left varying thicknesses of silt on and in the piece and 
discolored the metal, the greenish tinge is the result of copper in the alloy. 

In photograph 2, we see the main face removed from the back plate and both 
eyeballs and turquoise iris had been removed from the sockets, however, the 
proper left amber eyeball has been set back in to show its position when 
found. Sorne of the loase dirt has been cleaned away and a.n area along the 
front bottom of the chin cleaned to reveal the gold io excellent condition. 
We began to appreciate sorne of the unusual manufacturiog techniques. Note 
the "seam" with its strap and slot join on the proper left jaw contiguous to 
the comers of the mouth (photograph 2) (thereis a searn on me proper right, 
also) which secured the lower Jaw to the head, a sigruficant detail in the 
manufacture of the piece. There are also very un usual folded gatllers i.nside 
the roof of the mouth, and again at both sides of the mouth openi.ng. 
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The lorehead and eyebrow arches, as well as the eyeball sockcets are compel
ling because ol their sensitive sculptural modeling jphotogrraph 3). Again, 
we observed "gathering" of the metal, either side ol the nmse on the lore
head. The same "gathering" occurs on the side ol the proper right and left 
area ol the lorehead. 

An overall view of the proper right side ol the lace jphotogra¡ph 3) shows all 
ol these points in context. Looking from the rear and locusimg on the same 
details as seen from the front we observed how deeply the C)ye sockets were 
driven into the surface of the face so they could contain th(e almost round 
eyeball. We were particularly attracted to the lack ol tool marrks on the inte
rior back ol the lace even in its uncleaned condition. 

From the front, the eye sockets reveal even more lphotograplhs 3, 4, 5). Ob
serve how tightly the amber fit into the recess made for it. Tlhere was only a 
thin line ol silt left around the top edge of the socket, when tthc eyeball was 
removed. Actually, it wasn't removed. The dirt loosened fronn the handling 
ol the piece allowed the eyeball to lall out quite easily, a lact that puzzled at 
the time as we expected to find sorne sort ol mastic in the; bottom of the 
recess that held the eyeball, however, there was none jphoto¡graphs 4, S), all 
that was there was drifted silt in the proper lelt ol the re=ss because the 
eyeball did not quite reach the bottom ol its gold cave. 
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Photograph S 
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Partially cleaned the recess clearly showed rwo horizontal holes and rwo 
vertical holes (photograph 5), and we note the complete absence of mastic, 
ora stain to suggest where it had been in either eye socket; however, we do 
observe that the four holes must have played a role somehow in holding the 
amber and turquoise eyeballs in, but what? 

Focusing outside the sockets on the side of the forehead area, a partly cleaned 
view shows rwo distinct chasing too! marks one above the other (photo
graphs 3, 6) ; these were driven very hard into the gold as if to clench the 
metal gather down tightly. 

When the face was cleaned of its dirt coat, imrnediately new details were 
visible (photograph 7). The recesses in the nose plate showed more of what 
can best be described as puckering and more than that the puckering had 
been clenched down into place probably with a hammer driven chasing too! 
because flats show on top of the puckers where the metal was hit. (We are 
speaking here of their small handleless hammers usually made of magnetite 
which they commonly used along with a gold/copper alloy chasing too! of 
various shapes and sizes.) 

Photograph 6 
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Photograph 7 

In photograph 7, a lightgray object can be seen protrudingfrom the mouth. 
This is the substrate to which the fragrnents of the original tongue were to 
be attached. This was a piece of heavy acid-free board, that would take and 
hold a bend. There was no guesswork involved in putting the tongue back 
together this way as it clerucly had been bent atan almost 90 degree angle and 
not bent on itself straight across, but atan angle (photographs 8, 9). 

There were one or rwo rnissing fragrnents which had not been found during 
the excavation and these ruceas needed to be in-filled with acrylic modeling 
paste; after which they were touched up with gouache (an opaque water 
color) to aide the rucea 's blending with the surrounding metal (photograph 
10, 11). 

We made special note of the nice finishing of the top arch and side edges of 
the tongue (photograph 8). The chisel cut marks rucound the edges had been 
nicely finished using a stone file; so that theywere very smooth. This was a 
wonderful craftsmanlike touch we thought, especially since, when finished 
it would never be seen again until worked on by myself; but a further practi
ca! reason for t.he smooth edge finish became evident la ter. The need for a 
substrate support for the fragrnented tongue is explained by the fact that the 
metal for the tongue, was a copper, silver, gold alloy, e.g.: 75% copper, plus 
12% each of gold and silver, and was very thin and embrittled dueto its long 
association with large amounts of cinnabruc (mercurous sulfide) on the !loor 
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of the burial plus other salts in the burial situation. We were unable 
to take accurate measurements of the, th.ickness of t:he tongue 
due to the minor encrustation of corrosion products, lhowever, 
we believe that it was slighdy th.icker than the gold of th1e fa ce. 
It was deemed there was no other sale way to handlre the 
tongue but to give it the almost invisible support mren
tioned. After the metal was installed on the substratce 
and the in-fills touched up, the underside (the heavy 
board itself) was also colored to minimize its pres
ence (photograph 9, 11) . At this point in the 
reassembly of the en tire piece it was thought that 
the tongue must attach to the backplate and 
be, in effect, independent of the head ... the 
real puzzle here was that there were 
no holes in the tongue metal, and 
when finished the tongue did 
not fit correcdy for attach-
ment to the 
backplate. When 
flat against the 
backpla te i t 
barely protruded 
from the mouth 
and at a strange angle. Funher, there were no holes fmr attachment on the 
back plate, and beca use of the angle the tongue had beten bent, it did not sit 
flat in d1e lower jaw. We are totally certain the bemd in the tongue was 
incident to manufacture and not the haphazard result mf the tons of eanh on 
top of it. 

Pbotograpb 9 
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Photograph 1 O 

Finally, when everytlning else had been tried and rejected we simply sat the 
tongue on the agape ltower jaw and ... it showed us where it went. Unnoticed 
as a partof the built im anatomy in the goldwork, therewas a neat U-shaped 
trench in the soft pala! te of the interior lower jaw which when we sat it there 
the tongue lit into pterfectly (photographs 7, 11). That problem solved, it 
remained to discover how it was attached to the whole originally. 

With continued stud•y of the head back and front, it was noticed that the 
upright pan of the tomgue, when placed in the location we had found in the 
lower jaw, the uprightt part lit neatly in the space between the back of the 
eye sockets (photogrraph 11). It occurred, that one of the conventions 
so often applied in p•re-columbian metalwork is articulation, and what a 
meaningful place to 31pply it. tllis also solved the question of what the four 
holes were for in the lnottom of the eye sockets. The two horizontals (photo
graph S) would be for- placing string through to attach the amber/turquoise 
eyes with a finial kntot of string in the center of the turquoise. The two 
verticals were there tm make sort of a cat's erad le into which the upright pan 
of the tengue would smuggle intertwined and be held securely but allow the 
tongue to wiggle in a llifelike manner (photographs 11, 12). Here also could 
be the reason for the ffine edge finishing. The well-finished edges would not 
fray and cut the strin¡g. Eureka! 
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Photograph 11 

It remained only to try this and see if their humor and inventiveness would 
come through one more time. When it was alJ in place, the tongue fit as 
neatly as it no doubt had 1,000 plus years ago. More than that, when at
tached it wiggled, lifelike, at the slightest movement. 

The entire head was finished, the cone shaped fangs and the tongue giving 
the piece an eerie lifelike quality. The last part to be attached was the half 
circular topknot; fascinating for its eleven tiny articulated bosses and the 
vety tiny holes on the outside edge which were used to lash something to 
tl1e edge of the piece (photograph 13). Though we'll never know for sure, a 
good guess would be tiny feathers this would have given a jaunty furry look 
to the edge. Installed on the top back of the head, we could now see the 
finished piece cleaned and reunited. Completed, the bat head could now go 
to its place above the ceremonial mask on the headdress. 

One mystety remained to be solved and that washow this one-off piece was 
fashioned. At this juncture,we were sure that this piece was indeed a bat .. 
severa! items in its anatomy gave no doubt. The eyes when put to right were 
not the eyes of a peccary which spends it days poking its snout into places 
where large wide open eyes would be a disadvantage. Peccary do not usually 
run around with their mouths agape and their tongues hanging out. And 
they don't have fangs! However, the common vampire bat does. Desmodus 
rotundus weighs in at about 40 grams or little over an ounce (photograph 14, 
15). These bats are quite tiny, and range throughout the Americas feeding 
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on sleeping warm blooded mammals. They are nocturnal, so large eyes are 
an advantage at night as well as the large fangs for making the feeding wound. 
It is interesting that these bats have relatively long wings, which enable 
them to fly long distances rapidly but consume only small amounts of en
ergy doing so. (It has occurred that the back place may be the artists rendi
tion of these wings. 1 

These bats are members of the Leal nosed bat family Phyllostomidae and 
their heat detecting system is located on the nose leal (photograph 7); this 
allows them to loca te an area on the sleeping victim where the blood flows 
closest to the skin. The razor sharp fangs (which are conical, and have no 
enamel) then make a quick cut .. .it is at this point that the tongue comes 
out and begins to lap up the blood and an enzyme in the saliva keeps the 
blood from clotting. 

The goldsmith must have used a dead bat to fashion his six times larger 
tribute in gold! We can only surrnise what condition the little corpse must 
have been in when the goldsrnith received it. Perhaps condition played a part 
in the why's of artistic license here. Dead things are often quite different 
from live things! 

Photograph 12 
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Photograpl3 

After porering al! this for a great length of time and addiing in the clues 
given up y studying the piece and then studying the slictles made while 
working • the piece, we now beHeve that a likeness of the! bat was carved 
roughly s nmes actual size as we see it now, probably in w;ood, with great 
verisimilide anda touch of artistic license. This, then, becanne the substrate 
over whi< the gold sheet was to be worked. 

A nurnlxof clues called to your attention earHer in this ruccount support 
this. Th Wn, the gold would ha ve been laid against the nos•e leaf area jpho
tograph , chased, tucked and clenched against the sub:Jstrate. Moving 
outward;>ward and clown &om the nose, the gold was worlked out over the 
wood caung most of the gathering and puckering mentimned .llf the face 
had beenaised' in the manner of the gold cups famous from1 this area, none 
of these ¡ange phenomenon would have showed because thte metal in those 
instances stretched and worked &om both sides.) This sba1ping of the gold 
over the ood substrate was continued using small hamnuers and chasing 
and cuttg tools. This gathering, tucking, clenching, cuttting al! indica te 
that the1was a solid, very solid object behind the gold (p>hotograph 3, 7, 
12). The marks were made by the chasing too! being harrumer driven into 
the gold ·m!y, which in turn presumes something to drivre it against. The 
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purpose of the •sharp blows was to set and get the gold to hold 1 the posi
tion wanted. Tlhe side of the forehead on both sides of the face shw distinct 
chasing tool m=ks of this type (photograph 3, 6, 12}, a stroke mae to clench 
the gather (the ttool itseU, based on my measurements was 4.01 un wide X 
1 mm thick; arnd the effective too! i.mpact area was 5.3 mm Yde X 2.00 
mm). The sensiitive chasing of the nose and eyebrow aich aie suh a delight 
and; given the ' open backed rather tentative nature of the ma:c: also pre
sumes a very ssolid substrate to work against, otherwise this hin metal 
would have beem neai!y impossible to deal with. 

Remember we 1mentioned there were no evident too! marks on he back of 
the face to indiicate that repousse was done before chasing o the front 
(photograph 111 ). This, of course, is another confirrning aigu1ent for a 
substrate. Therre aie often places in goldsmithing where chastg is done 
without the comcomitant use of repousse from the back side fht and the 
technique as it fshows here is one of those instances. If this is nt convinc
ing, observe thee way the gold was folded back into the mouth, urved and 
tucked and gath1ered in the roo! of the mouth (photograph 7); mKing fairly 
cle:u to this obscerver that something was beneath the gold as it Y< S worked, 
hence, the wood:l substrate. We feel the lower jaw was carved seprately and 
the gold for it fittted sepaiately. When finished the two halves Y<re put to
gether by the smap and slot method. Note: there was also a ]ate fitted 
inside the jaw aarea simulating the under chin, this added stregth to an 
otherwise ratherr flimsy part. 

Though the arg¡¡ument might be made that they likely used a take as a 
modern silversnnith would today, we must keep in mind that the1 has been 
no evidence whaatsoever ol any specialized stakes with arches andaddles or 
even a commom "T" stake; or any other stake sucll as we use 1day, ever 
having been fownd with other tools. Aside from that, most tech¡ques can 
be justified withlin the parameters of the tools that have been fund or of 
those possibly rrnade from organic materials such as wood, horrand bone 
which have not •survived. 

PPhotograph 14 Pho graph 15 
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Photograph 16 

We rnust be mindful that since this was such a singular piece, the gold
smith would probably work frorn known parallels whilst still branching out 
with his creativity. There were parallels of this technique in their sheathing 
of cerarnic vessels, and spear throwers which were sheathed over wood; also, 
there was sheathing on the wooden litter from this burial. lt would seern 
likely to us that this familiarity with using wood as the substrate for gold 
sheathing, could well have led to this solution for manufacturing such a 
cornplex and unique shape. In fact, it is quite a brilliant solution! The ap
parent tentativeness of the execution comes from the complexity of the face 
... a spear thrower is, after al!, just a rod of wood, and the litter basically a 
larger version of that! 

Al! of this piece was done with an expertise that passes mastery, but still in 
raking light one can see how this master wielded his chasing too! and ham
mer to drive the gold against the substrate thereby achieving the sculptural 
effect he was alter. Particular attention should be given to the magnificent 
modeling around the eye sockets; (one can almost imagine the eyelid ready 
to slam shut after a night of hunting!). Then there are the bulges on either 
side of the upper lip to allow the lips to cover the fangs inside, this is not the 
work of an apprentice or first-tirner. 
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When all of the modeling was complete; the substrate could be easily re
moved to be saved for another use someday or thrown into the fire, if this 
was to be a one of a kind piece, as it most cenainly seems to have been. 
Though it would appear that thewest tomb we excavated in 1995 hada low 
karat gold head omament of a sculptural animal much like the bat head, it 
was quite simple and the eyes contained no amber or turquoise. 

There are a number of depictions of bats on ceramics, and there are also bat 
depictions on textiles, most are more nearly the size of a life-size bat and 
none seem to have had lavished on them the detail, creativeness and crafts
manship brought to bear by this master goldsmith of the Sican Culture. 
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